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showed 41,000). Isn't it just, that they should cede their
place to those who by patient and active study, during
numerous centuries, were able to apply science to resources
which permitted them to attain the marvellous result of
drawing from the soil fifty times as much as could the
savage ? Isn't it a law sanctioned each moment in nature
by a thousand examples'that the skilled person replaces the
unskilled, the strong the weak ?'
Garnier would probably be amazed and disappointed to
learn that eighty years after he visited the island there are
probably less white people there than when he was there.
His estimate of'a white population of 2,000,000 seems very
optimistic compared with the actual number of 15,000 whites
that occupy the island to-day—only half of the present
black population.
Actually the revolts had the opposite of a beneficial effect
on the colony, and are one of the chief reasons for the
present low white population. News of clashes with the
natives was suppressed in the beginning, and even people in
Noumea knew nothing of revolts occurring in other parts
of the island. There was only one newspaper in the colony?
and it had orders not to publish anything of the revolts in '
case colonists became discouraged. Every attempt was made
—including the use of Garnier's report on his return to
France—to encourage immigrants to the colony, and the
natives were presented as people who 4 got up to pranks now
and again,' but were no serious menace.
Amouroux and Place record that several hundreds of
would-be colonists emigrated after reading Garnier's
optimistic report, and found nothing but ruins and death.
After news of the real situation leaked out, it was difficult
to persuade people from France to migrate. At first the
revolts were isolated affairs, occurring in one district at a
time, usually where some expropriation of the natives' land
occurred, but in 1878, something happened which could not
be hushed up—a revolt on such a large scale and so well
organized that the French were within an ace of being turned
out of the island.

